Approved History/Theory Electives 2018-19

Approved History/Theory Electives are courses in the BAS Design and BAS C&S streams possessing history and theory content related to Architecture. Below are the approved history/theory electives offered for the current academic year. This list is updated each year to reflect offerings. Please note that if you wish to take a course that does not appear on this list you may email the Associate Director Undergraduate to request assessment and approval. Note also that if a course that appears on this list is mandatory in your BAS stream, it cannot be counted as an HT Elective, and you must select another to fulfill program requirements (marked with an asterisk). W and F indicate term.

ARCH 4200 F
Architect. Conservation Philosophy and Ethics
(*course mandatory for BAS C&S)

ARCU 4801 F
Selected Topics in Urbanism (with permission of instructor K. Bonier)

ARTH 2300 F
Italian Renaissance Art

ARTH 2310 F
Arch of Early Modern Europe

ARCH 2006 F
Hist. and Theory of Industrial Design

IDES 3502 F
Contextual Nature of Products

ARTH 3809 F
Bernini and Roman Baroque

ARTH 3710 F
Architecture and Empire

ARTH 4800 F
Topic: Modern Sacred Architecture

ARTH 3810 F
Designed Environment

ARTH 2006 F
Arts of the First Peoples

ARTH 3100 F
History and Methods of Art and Architectural History (with permission of instructor M. Frank)

ARCH 4201 W
History of Modern Housing

ARCU 4300 W
History of Theories of Urbanism (with permission of instructor)

ARCH 4004 W
Architecture Theory (Houses of the Holy)

ARCH 4801 W
Theory of Architecture

ARTH 2601 W
Twentieth Century Architecture

ARTH 2107 W
Islamic Architecture and Art

ARTH 3107 W
History and Methods of Architecture (with permission of instructor P. Coffman)

ARCH 4505 W
Seminar in Theory & History: Six Degrees of Architecture